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WEAK AND POINTWISE COMPACTNESS IN THE SPACE

OF BOUNDED CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS

BY

ROBERT F. WHEELER1

Abstract. Let T be a completely regular Hausdorff space, Cb(T) the space of

bounded continuous real-valued functions on T, M(T) the Banach space dual of

Cb(T). Let % denote the family of subsets of Cb(T) which are uniformly bounded

and relatively compact for the topology 9^ of pointwise convergence. The basic

question considered here is: what is the largest subspace Z of M(T) such that every

member of % is relatively o(Cb, Z)-compact? Classical results of Grothendieck and

Ptak show that Z = M(T) if T is pseudocompact. In general, M, c Z c M3;

assuming Martin's Axiom, a deep result of Talagrand improves the lower bound to

Mr. It is frequently, but not always, true that Z = Ms; counterexamples are given

which use Banach spaces in their weak topologies to construct the underlying T's.

A well-known theorem of Grothendieck [28] asserts that if F is a compact

Hausdorff space, and H is a uniformly bounded, pointwise compact set of

real-valued continuous functions on F, then H is compact in the weak topology of

the Banach space CÍT). Thus, in this case, the weak and pointwise topologies agree

on//.

This article is concerned with extensions of Grothendieck's Theorem to the

setting: F is a completely regular Hausdorff space, and CbiT) is the Banach space

of bounded continuous real-valued functions on T, with the supremum norm. Ptak

[51] and Tomasek [64] have shown that Grothendieck's Theorem as stated above

holds if and only if T is pseudocompact. However, one can pursue the matter as

follows:

Main Problem. For a given completely regular T, what is the largest linear

subspace Z of MÎT), the Banach space dual of CbiT), such that the pointwise

topology and the weak topology <x(C6, Z) agree on uniformly bounded, pointwise

compact sets of continuous functions?

Now Z is easily seen to be a norm-closed band in the Banach lattice MÎT). The

thrust of this work is to position Z with respect to the subspaces of MÎT)

commonly encountered in topological measure theory: the spaces A/, c MT c Ms

E Ma of tight, T-additive, separable, and a-additive Baire measures, respectively. It

is an easy consequence of Grothendieck's Theorem that M, c Z for all T. But one

can do better: a deep result of Talagrand [62], which assumes Martin's Axiom,

leads to a proof that AL c Z.
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On the other hand, considerations involving equicontinuous subsets of CbiT)

show that Z E Ms. Indeed in a great many cases, Z = Ms. Much of our effort is

devoted to determining when this strongest possible result holds. It is true, for

example, if F is metrizable, or if CbiT) is angelic [50] in the pointwise topology.

Haydon [30] and Pryce [50] give very general conditions under which C6( F) has the

angelic property.

However, it is not always true that Z = Ms. In particular, this fails if F is the

closed unit ball of the Banach space C[0, w,], with the relative weak topology. The

pointwise compact H involved here is the dual unit ball. A similar result holds for

the closed unit ball of l°° = CißN), with the topology of pointwise convergence on

ßN. Here an example of Fremlin and Talagrand [23] yields a separable measure

which is not even countably continuous (in the sense of Ptak [51]) on a pointwise

compact and separable H. The analysis suggests a close relationship between the

space Z and the Pettis integrability of bounded weakly measurable functions from

a probability space into a Banach space.

Pointwise compactness in the larger space CÍT) of all continuous real-valued

functions on F has been studied extensively (see, for example, [15], [30], [41], [50],

[65], [68]). We draw some connections betweeen results of these authors and those

given here, and resolve a conjecture of Haydon and Kirk: pointwise compactness

does not always "go up" from F to its Dieudonné completion. The paper concludes

with a list of open questions.

1. Basic definitions and terminology. Throughout, F denotes a completely regular

Hausdorff space. ^ (or ^(F), if confusion might arise) is the topology on Q(F)

of pointwise convergence on F. Let S (resp., %) denote the family of uniformly

bounded subsets of CbiT) which are equicontinuous (resp., relatively \Jp-compact).

Then S c %, and equality holds if and only if T is discrete (see [40, Theorem

1.6]). A subset A of CbiT) is relatively 5" -countably compact if every sequence in

A has a9" -cluster point in CbiT).

A good reference for the duality theory of locally convex spaces is Schaefer [55].

If <F, F> is a dual pair of vector spaces, then oiE, F) and t(F, F) denote the weak

and Mackey topologies on F with respect to F.

A basic reference for topology is the Gillman-Jerison text [25]. We require some

facts about the structure of ßT, the Stone-Cech compactification of T. A subset B

of F is said to be bounded in F (or relatively pseudocompact) if the restriction to B

of any / G CÍT) is bounded. Then pT is the smallest subspace of ßT which

contains T and has the property that its bounded subsets have compact closure.

Buchwalter [11] gives a construction of pT; see also [8], [10], [30], [34]. F is said to

be a p-space if F = jtiF. The Nachbin-Shirota Theorem asserts that CÍT), with the

compact-open topology, is a barrelled LCS if and only if F is a u-space. Tweddle

[65, Theorem 10] has a related result. All ^-spaces [25], metacompact normal

spaces, and Banach spaces with their weak topologies [66] are u-spaces.

Also important is 9T, the topological space underlying the completion of F in the

finest compatible uniform structure. It is referred to variously as the Dieudonné

completion, universal completion, or c-repletion of F. Every paracompact space is
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Dieudonné complete. See [10], [14] for additional details. The Hewitt real-

compactification pT of F is treated extensively in [25], [69].

In general, F c /iF c 0T c pT c ßT. The equality pT = ßT (f?F = ßT, pT =

ßT) holds if and only if F is pseudocompact (i.e., every continuous real-valued

function on F is bounded). Barring the existence of 2-valued measurable cardinals,

9T = pT for every F [25, Chapter 15].

If / G CÍT), then /" is the unique continuous extension to pT. If H c CÍT),

then H" = {/":/ G H}. Also, {f. fit) = 0} is called a zero set of F; its comple-

ment is called a cozero set. The Baire (Borel) sets of F are the least a-algebra of

subsets of F containing the zero sets (closed sets). If A c T, then clßTA is the

closure of A in ßT.

Let MÎT) denote the dual space of (Q(F), || H.J. We adopt the Alexandroff

representation for A/(F) as the space of nonnegative, finite, finitely-additive,

zero-set regular Baire measures on T [67]. If p G ßT, then Sip), the point mass atp,

is the member of A/(F) defined by 8ip\Z) = 1, if Z is a zero set of F such that

/> G cI^t-Z, and 0 otherwise.

We distinguish the linear subspaces LÍT) c AF(F) c AfT(F) c ALÍF) c Af„(F)

of A/(F). Here LÍT) is the linear span of {Sip): p E T}, so that 9"^ = a(C6, L).

For a discussion of the tight, r-additive, and a-additive Baire measures, see [41],

[43], [67]. The separable measures AF/F) were introduced by Dudley [17] and are

studied in [31], [32], [41], [59], [74]. If ju. G A/(F), then p is a separable measure if

and only if the restriction of p to any member of S is ?T -continuous.

Many relationships among these classes of measures are known. For example,

Mt = Mr if and only if F is measurable with respect to every regular Borel measure

on ßT (e.g., if F is completely metrizable or locally compact). A/T = Ms if T is

paracompact [74], in particular if F is metrizable. Barring the existence of real-val-

ued measurable cardinals, Ms = Ma for every F (see [59, Theorem 3.1]). Also, Ms

(or Ma) is equal to M if and only if F is pseudocompact.

The {0, l}-valued members of M, Ma, Ms, and AfT correspond to points of

ßT, pT, 0T, and F, respectively (see 7.3 for a question regarding pT). Thus if

Ma = A/T (resp., Ms = MT), then F is realcompact (resp., Dieudonné complete), but

not conversely [47].

Topoplogies ß0, ß, and ßx on Q(F) which yield A/,, Mr, and Ma, respectively, as

dual spaces are introduced in [24], [58]. It is shown in [74] that ße = t(C6, Ms) is

the finest locally convex topology on Cfc( T) which agrees with 9^ on every member

of S.

2. Measures which are continuous on 9 -compact sets.

Definition 2.1. Z = {p E MÎT): the restriction of p to any member of % is

9" -continuous}.

Clearly L(F) c Z. It is straightforward to verify that Z is the largest linear

subspace Y of MÎT) such that 9"^ and oiCb, Y) agree on members of %.

Moreover, Z is the largest linear subspace W of A/( F) such that IF D L( T), and

each member of % is relatively a(Cft, IF)-compact.
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In this section we record some preliminary results on Z, and give a short proof of

the Ptak-Tomasek result mentioned in the introduction. Note that A/(F) is a

Banach lattice under the total variation norm.

Theorem 2.2. Z is a norm-closed linear subspace of MÎT), and a band [55], hence

is generated by its positive cone.

Proof. It is immediate that Z is a norm-closed linear subspace of MÎT). Now let

jit G Z, H E %, and / G Cb(T). If (na) is 9, -convergent to n0 in H, then

fiH- h0) is in DC, and so pj(ha - n0) = pifha - fh0) -» 0. Thus pj G Z. By [59,

Theorem 1.2], Z is a band in MÎT).

It is well known that M„ MT, Ms, and A/,, have the properties listed in 2.2. Ma

and Ms have the additional property of being weak*-sequentially complete [67,

Theorem 19], [74, Proposition 4.4]. Whether this is true for Z is not known to the

author (see 7.2).

The next result is known (see, for example, [26], [35], [41]), but we include a

proof for completeness.

Theorem 2.3. M, c Z c Ms for every space T.

Proof. If /t G AF(F), then p has a unique extension to a compact-regular Borel

measure on T. Let H E % and/Q —>/0 in (//, 'S ). Given e > 0, choose a compact

subset K of T such that |u|(F - F) < e/4M, where M = supfJI/H^:/ G H}.

Restricting H to F, Grothendieck's Theorem [28, Théorème 5] for compact

spaces yields an a0 such that \fKifa — f0) dp\ < e/2 for a > a0. It follows that

\ S-pifa — /o) dp\ < e for a > a0. Hence p is 9^-continuous on H,sopE Z.

Since & E %, each p E Z is ^-continuous on uniformly bounded equicontinu-

ous sets, hence is a member of Msí T).

Thus, for a given F, the best possible answer to the Main Problem is that

Z = Ms. This is true whenever F is metrizable, as we now show.

Theorem 2.4. If T is metrizable, then every uniformly bounded, relatively 9_-

countably compact subset H of CbiT) is relatively oiCb, M ̂ -compact.

Proof. Let (/„) be a sequence in H, and let px, . . ., pn E AfT(F). There is a

closed separable subset S of F such that | u,|(F — S) = 0 Vi [67]. Let (j,-) be dense

in S, and let g be a ^-cluster point of (/„) in Q(F). By the diagonal procedure,

there is a subsequence (^') such that lim„/n'(s,) = g(s,) for all i. Now if h G Q(F)

is any 9^-cluster point of (/„'), then h and g agree on all s¡, hence on S. It follows

that/n' —* g pointwise on S.

Now let e > 0. By the Lebesgue Convergence Theorem, there is an n0 such that

| Piífñ) — Piíg)\ < e for all n > n0 and all i. Thus g is a oiCb, A/T)-cluster point of

(/„), so H is relatively o(Cb, Accountably compact. Since (Cb(T), ß) is a complete

LCS for metrizable F [24, Theorem 7], H is relatively o(Cb, A/T)-compact. But

A/T = Ms for metrizable F, and the result follows.

A space F is metacompact if every open cover has an open point-finite refine-

ment. The best source of information for measures on metacompact spaces is [48].
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Corollary 2.5. If T is metacompact and locally metrizable, then Mr c Z.

Proof. Let H E %, and let p G A/T(F). Then p has a closed-regular Borel

extension [43]. The support S of ju. is Lindelöf [48] and locally metrizable, hence

metrizable by a well-known result of Smirnov. Now Hx = {h\S: h E H} is uni-

formly bounded and relatively 9/)(S)-compact, and p\S is r-additive. An appli-

cation of 2.4 completes the proof.

A metacompact locally metrizable space need not be metrizable (see [63]).

Assuming Martin's Axiom, 2.5 is a special case of Theorem 3.2 below.

Theorem 2.6 [Ptak-Tomasek]. Z = A/(F) if and only if T is pseudocompact.

Proof. If Z = Af(F), then MsiT) = M(F), by 2.3. Thus 9T = ßT, and so F is

pseudocompact. Conversely, suppose F is pseudocompact, and let H E %. For

each sequence (/n) in H and p E pT, there is a point t E T such that /„"(/>) = /„(/)

for all n [25, 7C]. If follows that H" is ^(rF^countably compact. But pT = ßT is

compact, and the elegant proof of Grothendieck's Theorem due to Rosenthal [53,

3.2] now shows that H is a(CÄ, A/)-sequentially compact. By Eberlein's Theorem,

H is oiCb, A/)-compact, so Z = MÎT).

3. The separation property and angelic spaces. Much outstanding work on

pointwise compact sets of continuous (or measurable) functions has been published

recently, although not in the context of our Main Problem. In this section we draw

on these results to sharpen our information about Z.

Let (Í2, 2, /x) be a finite measure space, and let H he a 9_(fi)-compact set of

real-valued measurable functions on fi. Then H has the "separation property" [36]

with respect to p if whenever hx,h2 G H and «, = n2 a.e. (u), then /ii(co) = h2(u)

for all w E ß. Let 9" be the topology on H of convergence in u-measure. (H, 9^) is

Hausdorff if and only if H has the separation property; in this case, 9" > 9^ on H,

and ÎH, 9" ) is completely metrizable [62].

Alexandra Bellow [36]-[38] has demonstrated the usefulness of the "separation

property", and has asked for conditions on (Í2, 2, p) and H which will insure, in its

presence, that 9^ = 9" on H. We summarize some of the best results to date on

this problem.

Proposition 3.1. Assume that H is <Sp-compact and has the separation property

with respect to p. Then 9_ = 'S   on H if any of the following properties hold:

(a) H is \Sp-sequentially compact iBellow [37]).

(b) H is convex iBellow [38]; see also Khurana [39]).

(c) (ñ, 2, p) is a perfect measure space iFremlin [22]).

(d) always, assuming Martin's Axiom iTalagrand [62]).

Theorem 3.2. Assuming Martin's Axiom, Mr(T) c Z for every T.

Proof. Let p he a nonzero T-additive measure on F. Then p has a nonempty

support S. If H E %, then Hx = {/|5:/G H} is g'/S'J-relatively compact.

Moreover, Hx has the separation property with respect to px = p\S, because all

members of H are continuous, and spt u, = S. From Talagrand's result 3.1(d),
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(Hx, 'SpiS)) is a compact metric space, and it follows that px is 9/,(5')-continuous

on //,. Hence p is 9/,(F)-continuous on H, and so MT c Z.

Even without Martin's Axiom, it can frequently be shown that MT c Z. This is

certainly true if Mt = MT (for example, if F is locally compact), using 2.3; 2.5 is

another positive ra ult. A space F is a A:Ä-space if the continuity of a real-valued

function on F is guaranteed by its continuity on compact subsets. It is known [58]

that (Cb(T), ß0) is a complete LCS if (and only if) F is a kR-space. Now if H E %,

then H is relatively o(Cb, Ai,)-compact, by 2.3. Hence if F is kR, then the convex

hull of H is again relatively o(Cb, AL)-compact, and Bellow's result 3.1(b), com-

bined with the argument of 3.2, shows that AF. c Z. (See 6.2 for another appli-

cation of 3.1(b).)

Let Mp(T) denote the space of perfect Baire measures on F [22], [23], [44], [54].

Every 2-valued measure is perfect, and M, c M E Ma, but neither M nor A/T

contains the other in general. Fremlin's result 3.1(c), combined with the argument

of 3.2, shows that Mp n A/T c Z. However, Example 5.4 shows that Mp E Z in

general, i.e., a o(Cb, A/,)-compact set need not be o(Cb, A/^-compact. Also Z g

Mp : consider a r-additive, non tight measure on a separable metric space.

Suppose now that H E % and p G MS(T) — Mr(T); when will p he ^-continu-

ous on HI The argument of 3.2 will not work, because the support of p may well

be empty. This happens, for example, if p = S(p), where p E 9T — T. For a less

trivial example, let F be the Sorgenfrey plane. This space is Dieudonné complete,

yet Moran [47] constructs on it a nonzero separable measure with empty support.

One could try to restore the separation property as follows: given p E MS(T)

and H E %, define hx ~ h2 if n, = h2 a.e. (ft). If Hx c H can be chosen in such a

way that Hx is 9--compact and contains exactly one member of each equivalence

class, then //, will have the /¿-separation property, and the argument of 3.2 will

work.

Unfortunately this procedure fails in the simplest nontrivial case. S. Graf has

kindly communicated to the author the following example: let F = (0, 1}, so that

C(T) = R2. Let H = ([0, |] X {0}) u <& 1] X {1}), and let ft = 5(0) G M,(T).

Then H is 'S -compact, and (x, y) ~ (x',y') if and only if x = x'. It is easy to see

that any Hx e H which contains exactly one member of each equivalence class

cannot be 91 -compact.

In spite of these remarks, there is a large class of spaces F for which Z = Ms

(= Ma), the best possible result. A Hausdorff space S is angelic [50] if the closure

of each relatively countably compact subset A of S is compact, and consists

precisely of the limits of sequences from A.

Theorem 3.3. If Cb(T) is 'Sp-angelic, then Z = MS(T) = M„(T).

Proof. If H is uniformly bounded and 9"p-compact, then H is ^-sequentially

compact (by the angelic property), and so is o(Cb, A/0)-sequentially compact by the

Lebesgue Convergence Theorem. But the angelic property is preserved by passage

to finer regular topologies, and so H is o(Cb, A/0)-compact. The result follows.
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Applying results of Haydon [30] and Pryce [50], and the fact that any subspace

of an angelic space is angelic, we have

Corollary 3.4. If T has a dense o-bounded subset, then Cb(T) is <Sp-angelic, and

Z=MS = Ma.

This holds, in particular, if F has a dense pseudocompact or a-compact subset

(e.g. for F separable).

F is said to have the discrete countable chain condition (DCCC) if every discrete

family of open sets is countable (discrete = each point of F has a neighborhood

meeting at most one member of the family). It is equivalent to require that each

continuous metric image of F be separable [72]. All Lindelöf spaces have the

DCCC.

Theorem 3.5. Each of the following conditions implies the next:

(a) Cb(T) is 9~p-angelic,

(h) T has the DCCC.

(c) M,(T) = MAT).

Proof, (a) => (b) If not, there is a continuous pseudometric d on F such that F is

not ¿/-separable. Choose a subset (ta)a<u of F and 8 > 0 such that d(ta, tB) > 8 for

a =£ ß (here to, is the first uncountable ordinal). Let fa(t) = sup(r5/3 — d(t, ta), 0),

and let H = {gB}ß<l,i, where gB = 2„</3/a. Then H c Cb(T) is <Sp-relatively

sequentially compact (and equicontinuous), and gu is in the 9^-closure of H, but is

not the 9p-limit of any sequence in H. Hence Cb(T) is not 9" -angelic.

(b) => (c) Any space with the DCCC is a Z)-space in the sense of Granirer [27].

Now apply, for example, Theorem 3.1 of [59].

Neither of these implications can be reversed; moreover, the conditions Z = Ms

and DCCC are unrelated. Indeed a discrete space of cardinal N, satisfies A/, = Z

= Ms = Ma, but fails the DCCC. Example 5.4 has even the countable chain

condition for open sets (using the proof of 5.3), but fails Z = Ms. Example 4.4 has

the DCCC and satisfies Z = Ms = Ma, but Cb(T) is not 9.-angelic.

4. Some examples. In this section we analyze five of the standard counterexam-

ples of topological measure theory, bringing out various aspects of the Main

Problem. The key examples involving Banach spaces with their weak topologies are

deferred to §5.

Example 4.1. F = [0, w,J, the (compact) space of ordinal numbers less than or

equal to the first uncountable ordinal. Let H = {x/a}: a < wi> a a nonlimit

ordinal} u {0}. It is easy to see that H E %. If d is a continuous pseudometric on

F, then there is an cx0 < w, such that d(a, ß) = 0 for all a, ß > a0. Thus H is not a

subset of the ¿/-continuous (or even ¿/-Borel measurable) functions on F. Hence

9p-compact sets do not match up with continuous pseudometrics in the same nice

way that equicontinuous sets do (see [74, Proposition 3.1]). Kirk [40, Theorem 2.4]

has a positive result on "control" of pointwise compact sets of continuous func-

tions.
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Example 4.2. F = [O, 1], with the right half-open interval topology [60, Example

51]. F is Lindelöf, hence realcompact. The Baire and Borel sets in F coincide with

the Euclidean Borel sets. Lebesgue measure on F is not tight, since compact subsets

of F are countable. We have

/'(F) = M, £ A/T = Z = Ms = Ma = A/,[0, 1].

As a corollary, a uniformly bounded, 9^-compact set of right-continuous functions

on [0, 1] is compact in the weak topology determined by A/,[0, 1]. This is a special

case of more general results (concerning Baire class 1 functions on Polish spaces)

due to Rosenthal [52] and others.

Example 4.3. F is a space originally introduced by Negrepontis, used in [70] to

give the first example of a locally compact nonparacompact space such that

(Cb(T), ß) is a Mackey space. The continuum hypothesis is assumed in the

construction of F. As noted in [70], F is a /¿-space, but not Dieudonné complete

(9T — F is a single point/?). Since F is separable, Cb(T) is 9p-angelic, by 3.4, and

so M, = Mr Ç  Z = Ms = Ma. The codimension of MT in Z is 1.

Since Cb(T) is o(Cb, AQ-angelic, every relatively countably compact subset of

Cb(T) has compact closure in this topology. This is true in spite of the fact that

ße = t(Q, Ms) is not quasi-complete [70]. The point p G 9T — pT, yet 8(p) is

9p-continuous on members of %. The completion of (F, t(F, Cb)) is

(Ms, r(Ms, Cb)). This shows that MT = Af, need not be complete in the Mackey

topology t(M„ Cb), even for locally compact F. (§6 contains additional discussion

of this point.)

Example 4.4. F is the non-Dieudonné complete F-space given in [25, 9L]. F is a

/¿-space, but not Dieudonné complete (9T — T = {co2}). Haydon [30] has shown

that 'Sp(F)-compact subsets of C(T) are ^(ÖF^compact. Using general results for

F-spaces [73], it follows that

lx(T) = M,(T) = A/T(F) Ç Z = MS(T) = M„(T) = lx(9T).

As in 4.3, the codimension of MT in Z is 1.

Now 9T is Lindelöf; since any space and its Dieudonné completion have the

same continuous metric images [14], F has the DCCC. Yet Cb(T) is not 9p-angelic:

H0 = {/ G Cb(T): 11/Hoc < 1} is 9^-closed and countably compact, but not com-

pact [73, Theorem 2.3]. The point co2 G 6T — pT; 8(u2) is 9^-continuous on

members of %, but not on H0.

Additional information about F appears in §4 of [73]. See 7.5 of this paper for a

remark about Dieudonné complete F-spaces.

Example 4.5. F is the Dieudonné plank [60, Example 89], [71], [75]. Then F is

metacompact, but not Dieudonné complete: 9T = F u {/>}, where/» = (w,, w0) is

the corner point. The {0, l}-valued separable Baire measure Sip) is very poorly

behaved in at least two senses: it admits no countably-additive extension to the

Borel sets of T [71, 4.1], and has no countably-additive preimage on EÍT), the

projective cover of F [75, Example 1]. However, it does belong to Z, and

consequently Z = M for this space. To see this, suppose there is a member H of
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%, f0 E H, G E H, and e > 0 so that/0 is in the 9, -closure of G and \f(p) -

f*(p)\ > e for all / G G. Since the maps /-»/ - /0, /-» a A (/ V b), f-* cf are

9_-continuous for any a, b, c E R, we may assume that/0 = 0 and/*(/>) = 1 for

all/ G G. For each n, choose/„ G G such that \fn(o>x, i)\ < l/n, 1 < / < n. There

is an a0 < ux such that (1) \f„(a, i)\ < l/n for a0 < a < w,, 1 < i < n, and all n;

and (2)/„(a, co0) > 1 — l/n for a0 < a < w, and all n. Now (/„) has a ^-cluster

point g0 in H c Cb(T). But g0(a0, "o) = U while g0(a0, n) = 0 for all n. This

contradicts the continuity of g0 at (a0, co0).

5. Banach spaces, and counterexamples to the conjecture Z = Ms. Throughout

this section, X (or (X, weak)) denotes a Banach space with its weak topology

o(X, X*). Let Bx = {/ G A': ||/|| < 1}. Similarly, Bx. and Bx.. are the closed unit

balls of the dual and bidual, respectively.

Corson [13] studied the topological properties of (X, weak). In particular, he

showed that pX can be realized as a linear subspace of X**, with the relative

weak*-topology. Valdivia [66] has shown that A" = pX always holds. Additional

details about (X, weak) can be found in recent work of Edgar [18], [19]. In

particular, X can always be embedded as a dense subspace of RA for suitable A

(e.g., a Hamel basis for X*), and so X has the countable chain condition (CCC) on

open sets. The Baire sets of X coincide with the a-algebra generated by the

members of X* [18, 2.3].

Lemma 5.1. ALLY) = Mr(X) c Z c MS(X) = Ma(X) for every X.

Proof. Tortrat has shown that M, = AF. (see [18, 3.5]). Since X has the CCC,

and therefore the DCCC, Ms = Ma must hold by 3.5.

Thus 9X = pX for all X. X £ 9X can occur (Example 5.4). Edgar [18, 5.4] has

characterized the condition Ma(X) = AL.(À') in terms of vector-valued measurable

functions into X. We shall have more to say about this in §7.

At this point we offer a short, purely topological proof of Corson's characteriza-

tion of pX, using methods due to Blair and Hager. We refer to [6], [7] for the

notions of z-embedding, Oz-space, and Ga-closure.

Theorem 5.2 (Corson). pX = {<b G X**: for each countable subset C of X*,

3/ G X such that <f>\C = f\C}, with the relative o(X**, X*) topology.

Proof. Since (X**, weak*) is a dense subspace of RA for suitable A, 5.3(a) and

5.6 of [6] show that it is an Oz-space. Thus from 5.1(d) and 5.3(a) of the same

paper, (X, weak) is an Oz-space; also, it is z-embedded in (X**, weak*), which is

a-compact, hence realcompact. By [7, 2.6] pX is the G5-closure of X in

ÍX**, weak*). It is easy to see that the (/¿-closure of X is exactly the space

described in the hypothesis.

A compact Hausdorff space K is scattered if it has no nonempty perfect subsets.

Such a space admits no nonatomic regular Borel measures (see [57]). Thus if

X = ÍCÍK), || || J, then X* = A/(F) = l\K) and X** = /°°(F).
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Theorem 5.3. Let X = CÍK), where K is compact and scattered, and X has the

weak topology. Then:

(a) 9BX = pBx = {<£ G Bx„: for each countable subset C of X*, 3/ G Bx such

that $\C = f\C}, with the relative oiX**, X*) topology.

(b) Bx is C-embedded in X [25].

(c) X is realcompact if and only if Bx is realcompact.

Proof, (a) Bx.. = {<¡> E /°°(F): |<p(A:)| < 1 VA: G F} = [-1, 1]* is an Oz-space

[6, 5.6]. Thus Bx is z-embedded in Bx.., and the characterization of pBx follows as

in 5.2. (b) The map/—» -1 V (/A 1) is a continuous retraction of X onto Bx, each

endowed with the topology of pointwise convergence on F. But for scattered K, the

weak topology coincides with the pointwise topology on Bx; hence the map is a

retraction for the respective weak topologies. Clearly, then, any continuous real-

valued function on iBx, weak) admits a continuous extension to (A", weak), so we

have (b). Moreover, existence of the retraction shows that iBx, weak) has the CCC,

since (A", weak) does. Thus 9BX = pBx, to complete the proof of (a), (c) Half of this

is clear, since a closed subset of a realcompact space is realcompact [25]. Con-

versely, (b) implies that each multiple of Bx is z-embedded in X, and [6, 3.9]

completes the proof.

Note that a space which is a countable or even finite union of closed real-

compact subspaces need not be realcompact, ([6, 3.10], or Example 4.5 of this

paper).

Now we are ready for the promised example of a space F which fails Z = Ms.

Note that in the construction, measures become functions, and functions become

measures.

Example 5.4. Let X = C[0, co,], with the weak topology, and let F = Bx. Let

H — Bx„ with the relative weak*topology. Then H is a uniformly bounded,

9p-compact absolutely convex subset of CbiT).

Now X is not realcompact [18]. Since [0, co,] is scattered, Bx is also not

realcompact (5.3(c)). By 53(a), the function <f> in A"** = lx[0, to,] given by <j>ia) =

0, a < to,, <K«i) =1 is in pT — T = 9T — T. Thus p = 8í<¡>) is a (0, l}-valued

separable (perfect) measure on F. But p is not ^-continuous on H: for each

a < to,, let fa E CbiT) he the function on F corresponding to the point mass

Sia) EX* = /'[0, co,]. Then {/J c H, and lim^/„ = fu¡ in % (= a(A"*, X)),

but /¿(/a) = <<i>, 5(a)> = <i>(a) = 0, a < co,, and 1, a = co,. Hence Z £ Ms.

A similar example can be constructed for any scattered K such that C(F) is not

weakly realcompact. The final example of the section exhibits a far more subtle

way in which the condition Z = Ms may fail.

Example 5.5. Let X = l°° = CißN), with the topology of pointwise convergence

on ßN, and let T = Bx. Then F admits a coarser compact metric topology

(a(/°°, /') = pointwise convergence on N), so F is hereditarily realcompact [25,

8.18]. For eachp G ßN, the point mass S(/>) in X* corresponds tofpE CbiT), and

H = {fp: p G ßN} is a uniformly bounded 9^-compact separable subset of CbiT).

Fremlin and Talagrand [23, 2B(b)] construct a a-algebra 2 of subsets of 2N and a

probability measure p on 2  such  that the map A -> Xa '■ 2N = ^ i^) -* l°°  is
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measurable from 2 to the Baire a-algebra of (/°°, weak), but not Pettis integrable.

As in the proof of 5.3(b), F is C-embedded in l°°, each having the topology 9" of

pointwise convergence on ßN. Thus for every Baire set B of (F, 'S), there is a Baire

set C of (/ °°, 9") such that C n F = B. Since 9" is coarser than the weak topology

on l°°, it follows that A -> Xa '■ 2" = ^iN) -► F is measurable from 2 to the Baire

a-algebra of (F, 'S). Let X be the image measure of p under x- Then X E AF,(F),

and indeed À G MsiT) (argue as in the proof of 5.3, using the pointwise topology

on Fand /°°, to see that F has the CCC; apply Theorem 3.5).

Now the calculations in [23] show that if n E N,

[ fndX= [  fn°Xdß = p{A:nEA} =\;
JT J2N I

while ifpEßN-N, then

[ fpdX= f fp°xdß=ßi'S)=l,
JT J2n r

where 'S is the free ultrafilter on N corresponding top.

Thus X is not 9"„ -continuous on H, so Z £  AF. Indeed X is not even 91-counta-p —      j p
bly continuous [51] on H, i.e., it fails to preserve cluster points of sequences. For

further discussion of this pathology, see §6.

6. Pointwise compactness in CÍT). Since Grothendieck's original paper [28],

pointwise compactness in CÍT), the space of all real-valued continuous functions

on F, has been examined repeatedly. We refer the reader to Ptak [51], DeWilde

[15], Haydon [30], [32], Kirk [41], Pryce [50], Schmets [56], Tweddle [65], and

Vidossich [68], among others, for details. Constantinescu [12] treats the subject in a

more general context. Arhangel'skii [2]-[4] gives a deep analysis of the topological

structure of (C(F), 9,).

If F c S c pT, let MciS) denote the space of bounded regular Borel measures A

on ßT such that the support of X is a compact subset of S. Then the positive linear

functionals on CÍT) correspond to members of Mc+ípT) [41], so that McípT) e

Mai T) is the largest reasonable collection of measures to consider in this context.

If S is any completely regular space, then a function </>: S —> R is said to be

countably continuous on 5 [51] if whenever (j„) clusters to s0 in S, then <¡>isn)

clusters to <£>(%)• Any sequentially continuous function is countably continuous, but

not conversely.

Proposition 6.1. (a) (Ptak [51, 4.1]). Each member of Mc(pT) is 9p-continuous on

'S -compact, separable, absolutely convex subsets of C(T).

(h) (Ptak [51, 4.2]). Each member of Mc(pT) is 9p-countably continuous on

<Sp-compact absolutely convex subsets of C(T).

(c) (Haydon [32]). {X E Mc(pT): X is *Sp-continuous on each 9p-bounded equicon-

tinuous subset ofC(T)} = MC(9T) =M,n Mc(pT).

(d) (Haydon [30, 2.9]). If H c C(T) is 9p(T)-compact, then H» is %(pT)-com-

pact.
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Berezanskii [5], Kirk [41] and Tweddle [65] have employed a dual approach to

problems of this type, analyzing the completions of L(T) and MC(T) relative to

various locally convex topologies on those spaces. In particular, Kirk shows

(Theorem 9.5) that the completion of L(T) for the topology of uniform conver-

gence on 'Sp-bounded equicontinuous subsets of C(T) is Msc = Ms o Mc(pT).

Using Grothendieck's Completeness Theorem, this is precisely the dual of

Haydon's result 6.1(c).

How do the examples in §5 relate to these results? Propostion 6.1(a) tells us that

in any example such as 5.4, where the measure in question is a point mass, H

cannot also be required to be ?T -separable. As for 6.1(b), absolute convexity is

used by Ptak to force uniform boundedness of 9^-compact sets of functions on

compact subsets of vT. Thus the expected analogue of 6.1(b) for Cb(T) might be:

"each member of Ma(T) is 9p-countably continuous on uniformly bounded,

9], -compact subsets of Cb(T)", but this is just what 5.5 denies.

Haydon has (implicitly) asked if 6.1(d) can be improved to read: if H c C(T) is

9"/,(F)-compact, then He is 9"/,((?F)-compact. Kirk [41, p. 27] conjectures that the

completion of (L, t(L, C)) is Msc = MC(9T). The dual formulation is that {X E

Mc(pT): X is 9p-continuous on each ^-compact absolutely convex subset of

C(T)} should be precisely MC(6T). However, Example 5.4 shows that these

conjectures are not valid, since the H in question is absolutely convex, and the

measure is a point mass from 9T.

We do have

Theorem 6.2 The completion of (L, r(L, Cb)) always contains Mr.

Proof. The completion is {X E M(T): X is 9p-continuious on ^-compact

absolutely convex subsets of Cb(T)}. Any such set is uniformly bounded [41, 10.2],

and Proposition 3.1(b), combined with the argument of Theorem 3.2, completes the

proof.

This is a partial answer to another question raised by Kirk [41, p. 28]. Again,

Example 5.4 shows that the completion can be properly smaller than MS(T).

We close the section with a few remarks on sequential compactness. It is clear

from the Lebesgue Convergence Theorem that any uniformly bounded 9^-sequen-

tially compact subset of Cb(T) is o(Cb, Af0)-sequentially compact. It is known [21]

that any compact space of cardinal less than 2"' is sequentially compact. In fact,

under Martin's Axiom, any compact space of cardinal less than 2C is sequentially

compact [46]. See [20], [45], [61] for additional information. The upshot is that in

looking for a measure A and H E % such that X\H is not ^-countably continu-

ous, it is reasonable to consider H's of cardinal at least 2C, such as homeomorphs

of ßN. This is exactly the situation of Example 5.5.

7. Some open problems. 7.1. What is the finest locally convex topology on Cb( T)

which agress with ?T on members of %? Conjecture: It is the topology of uniform

convergence on weakly compact subsets of the Banach space Z (i.e., t(Z*, Z)|Q).

Grothendieck [29] proved this for compact F, and the result continues to hold for

pseudocompact F, using 2.6. It is true for /"-spaces, by 7.5 below. See also [1],

especially Corollary 3.11.
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7.2. Is Z always weak*-sequentially closed in M(T) (equivalently, in MS(T))1

Failing this, is the weak*-sequential closure of A/T always contained in Z?

7.3. Give an intrinsic characterization of Z n ßT = [p E ßT: 8(p) is ^-con-

tinuous on each H E%}. Is it sequentially closed in ßTI A related question,

posed originally by Buchwalter, asks for an intrinsic characterization of the points

of pT. Haydon's result 6.1(d) shows that pT c Z n ßT; Examples 4.3 and 4.4

show that the inclusion may be strict.

7.4 Let X = C(K), where F is compact and not scattered. Is the map/—» -1 V

(/A 1). mentioned in the proof of 5.3, continuous from (X, weak) to (Bx, weak)?

It is, of course, sequentially continuous. It is well known that the lattice operation

/—*f+ on C(K) is not weakly continuous.

7.5. The frequency with which Z = Ms suggests a theorem of the form: every

uniformly bounded 9^,-compact subset of Cb(T) is "almost equicontinuous". Is

there a way to make this precise, so that the relation between Z and Ms will

become more transparent? A number of approaches can be found in the literature:

for example, quasi-equicontinuity [40], simple equicontinuity [9], equicontinuity

with respect to a lifting topology [37], and equicontinuity on a dense subset of F

[49]. Haydon [30, 3.5] shows that a lattice-closed, relatively ^-compact subset of

C( F) must be equicontinuous.

Let ßc denote the finest locally convex topology on Cb(T) which arees with 9],

on members of %. If F is a nondiscrete, Dieudonné complete F-space, then S is a

proper subcollection of %, yet ßc = ße. Indeed from results in [73, §3], and the fact

that weak and norm compactness coincide in MT(T) = lx(T), it can be shown that

ßc = ße = r(Z*,Z)\Cb.

7.6. Is Theorem 5.3 true for any Banach space A"? If 5.3(b) fails, is it true that

every zero set of (Bx, weak) is the intersection of Bx with a zero set of (A", weak)?

This would be enough to deduce 5.3(c), using [6, 3.9].

7.7. Let (ß, 2, p) he a probability space, X a Banach space, /: ß -> X a bounded

weakly measurable function [16], [18], [19]. Edgar [18, Theorem 5.2] shows that/is

weakly equivalent to a Bochner measurable function if and only if the image

measure /( p) = X is a r-additive ( = tight) Baire measure on (X, weak). This is one

way for/ to be Pettis integrable over £2; how can it happen in general?

Conjecture. / is Pettis integrable over S2 if and only if the image measure X is in

Z (with respect to F = (A", weak)).

In support of this conjecture, suppose that X is a ^-continuous function on

Bx. c C(T), and x** is the Dunford integral of / over ß. Then if x* —► x* in

(Bx„ weak*),

***(*«*) = f x^fdp = [ xtdX^f x* dX = ***(**),

so that x** G X, i.e., fis Pettis integrable over ß.

This is not quite a proof in one direction, since the members of Bx. are not

bounded functions on F. One needs clarification of the relationship between X and

Bx, as expressed in 7.6. A proof in the other direction would say that proper

behavior of/(it) on Bx. forces proper behavior on all 9" -compact subsets of Cb(T).
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If the conjecture is correct, then the Pettis Integral Property [19] is equivalent to

the condition Z = Ms on (A", weak).

Added in proof. G. Edgar has shown that if F is the Cantor set, then the

answer to 7.4 is "no". This result extends to any compact nonscattered space. With

regard to 7.6, Edgar has shown that 5.3(a) fails for the long James space, and that

Bx is not even z-embedded in X = lx(T), card T > c. Whether 5.3(c) holds for all X

remains open. D. Fremlin has suggested an additional question: can Theorem 3.2

be proved without special axioms?
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